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AN EXACT TEST FOR SIMPLE CORRELATION
IN ANALYSIS OF DISPERSION

James E. Dunn
Dept. of Mathematics, University of Arkansas

Suppose an experimental design results in p-variate experi-

mental units yj, y^,, ..,, y so that under usual assumptions of

independence and normality, i.e. y. •*< N(p.,j[) for i= 1, 2, ..., n,

the techniques of analysis of dispersion (multivariate analysis

of variance) are applicable for testing linear hypotheses with

respect to p^, p_£ > •••» u • But suppose the purpose of the

experiment was not to test for differences in the mean tut rather

to examine the associations among the variables, i.e. a correlation

analysis is called for. For example, an experimental design may

have been used to provide data for path analysis (cf. Teng, 1969)

in which case it is desirable to examine the correlations among

the causual variables. Under these circumstances, the treatment

means p,,..., p simply serve as nuisance parameters to prevent

one from proceeding to estimate the correlation matrix by standard

methods .
On the other hand, the appropriate analysis of dispersion

serves to adjust out these effects and willalways result in an

error matrix E of residual sums of squares and products and an

associated error degrees of freedom v. As is well known, this

matrix provides the starting point for analysis of covariance ,

but the purpose of this note is to point out that E also provides

a means for making the most common correlation test of all; namely,

the test of statistical independence between any pair of variables.

For the sake of notation, denote the elements of £ by o^.

and the elements of the associated correlation matrix P by p^

where P = D"1 £ D~X
where D ¦ diag.(i^77> l/°I7' •••« l/ )-°p7-

fa /a *o

Denoting the elements of E obtained from analysis of dispersion

by e , then the usual estimator of P is
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R ¦ D~lE D"1

with elements r.. = '' —
where D = diag.(/e, ,, /e,,, ..., /e )

J /e »/e /e" pp/e
ii

/e
JJ

/e

Formally, we want to test H :p = 0. Fortunately, we can

start with a relatively recent result (cf. Rao, 1965) which was

not available to P. A. Fisher when he published his transformation

of the estimated correlation coefficient into a t statistic

(cf. Kendall, 1958), namely that E has the Wishart distribution

with density function

expf-itrCEj"1)} |e|
*

f(E)
-

p(p-l) vp v_
2 III2 n

P r(^|±i)

for any analysis of dispersion so long as E is positive definite.

Since the marginal distribution of any 2x2 partition, say E2,
on the principal diagonal of E also has a Wishart distribution

with p = 2, we may write

exp{-|tr(Ej-1 )} |E 2 |
2

f(e
ii-eij'ejj

) "
T v
*2

2
V II2I2 r(|) r(^)

"
and [2 -N a"

where S,
- '"

and [2
-°"

a..
But when H is true p . =»

" — =
J So77

0 so that c.. = 0 and the

ii'°JJ
Joint density simplifies to

eii en ¥ •?, ¥exp(- 5-ii
- •r-JJ-) (e..e ) 2 (l

- —4~) 2

f(e e • )
- 2g

ii
2°.1.1

"
U eiie1.1

¦**<•„.,/ r(|>r<^>

where e.. > 0, e > 0, and -•• < e.. < «. Making the transformation
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dxdy

Correlation InAnalysis Of Dispersion

e.
T = —

i ¦ u— v = r» v = o

with Jacobian |j| = Sxy , the marginal density for r. is

/, 2 x 2 v v exp(- g-2 y )

m(r ). (1"r
i.i

}
r r (_x_)2

-
x

(_x_)2
-

x 2q
ii

2g
i.i

it
2 r(|) r(^)

v-3

-1 <
riJ

< 1

Transforming once more, let

(2)

tth Jacotian |j| ¦ r- so that after simplification

(t + v
-

I)2

g(t) = 1

/v - 1B(
2
,

2
) (1 + —

)

< t <

i.e. the t distribution with v
-

1degrees of freedom.

Hence, to test H :p. = 0 in the presence of nuisance

location parameters, perform the appropriate analysis of

dispersion to obtain E with v degrees of freedom. Compute

the estimated correlation matrix R from E as shown in (l) and

select the appropriate element r. . Transform to the t statistic
J

as given by (2) and reject H at the o-level of significance if

|t| > t/ . v.. o where t( ,^2. is tne 1~ % critical value

of the t-distribution with v
-

1 degrees of freedom.
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